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Abstract—Value of a latent fingerprint, in forensics community, is determined based on its quality (e.g. ridge clarity) as well as its information content (e.g. no. of minutiae). The prevailing practice is to have a fingerprint examiner assign one of the following three labels to the latent: VID (Value for Individualization), VEO (Value for Exclusion Only) or NV (No Value) prior to comparison. However, examiner value assignment is subjective, with reported issues of inconsistency and irreproducibility in their decisions. We present a predictor for objective and quantitative value assignment to latent fingerprints which is learned based on value assignments by a crowd of fingerprint experts. The contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) development of a crowdsourcing tool, Fingerprint Mash, to collect quality ratings for individual latents, and pairwise comparisons of information content, (ii) use of multidimensional scaling (MDS) to determine the underlying bases (dimensions) of examiner value assignment, (iii) interpretation of the bases using Lasso regression analysis in terms of automatically extracted latent features, and (iv) learning a predictor to automatically assign quantitative value to a query latent. Experiments on two operational law enforcement latent databases (NIST SD27 and MSP) show that only two bases, obtained via MDS, are adequate to explain examiner value assignments. Further, these two bases are found to be correlated with the number of minutiae, the number of singular points (core and delta), ridge clarity, and the friction ridge area extracted from latents. The proposed latent value predictor can be used to triage a collection of latents at a crime scene and is shown to be highly correlated to AFIS performance.

Index Terms—Crowdsourcing, latent value determination, latent examiners, matrix completion, multidimensional scaling.

I. INTRODUCTION

LATENT fingerprint value determination is one of the most important steps in the widely practiced Analysis, Comparison, Evaluation and Verification (ACE-V) methodology [2] for comparison and identification of latent fingerprints (Fig. 1). During the Analysis stage, a fingerprint examiner performs a triage by assigning one of the following three values to a query latent: Value for Individualization (VID), Value for Exclusion Only (VEO) or No Value (NV) (Fig. 2). Latents deemed to be “of value”, which include both VID and VEO types, are then used for comparison to a reference database to identify the source of the latent; NV latents are simply documented in case files to save examiner’s effort in feature markup and comparison [4]. Since state-of-the-art Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) can process most VID latents in a fully automatic or “lights out” mode with no or little examiner effort, latent value determination is a crucial step. An incorrect value assignment may result in a missed opportunity to find the source of the latent (e.g. when “of value” latents are determined as “no value”) or in unproductive use of examiner’s effort in feature markup and verification (e.g. when “no value” latents are determined as “of value”).

Value determination by examiners is presumably based on factors which include both image quality (e.g. friction ridge clarity) and information content or quantity (e.g. number of minutiae) in a latent image [4]. Because latent value determination involves subjective qualitative and quantitative assessments, large intra-examiner and inter-examiner variations in value determination are often observed [7], [8]. Furthermore, with the growing caseload faced by forensic agencies, there is an urgent need to develop a method for automatic, accurate, and objective value assignment for latents. As an example of the latent caseload, it has been reported that during the month of December 2015 alone, FBI’s Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (IAFIS) conducted 14,311 latent feature searches, where markups were done by latent examiners, and 2,370 latent image searches (without any manual markups) [9]. Automatic latent value assignment can also be used to rank latents in terms of their quantitative value,

1Rank-1 identification rate of 85% is obtained for latents marked as VID in a dataset comprising of NIST SD27 and WVU [5].
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where I indicates the lowest value and 5 indicates the highest value.

There is a succinct distinction between the quality of a latent and its value. Image quality in general [10] is defined as the perceived image degradation (typically, compared to an ideal or perfect image) based on qualitative (e.g., good, bad, or ugly) or quantitative (e.g., Signal to Noise Ratio or SNR) assessments. In the context of fingerprint images, quality is assessed in terms of the discernibility and reliability of the ridge structure. For example, NIST Fingerprint Image Quality (NFIQ) [11] defines fingerprint image quality as a predictor of AFIS performance. Value of a fingerprint image, on the other hand, includes more than just the quality attribute; it also incorporates the quantity, or information content, such as the number of minutiae, the number of singular points, the friction ridge area, etc. In the case of tenprints (both rolled and slap), the terms quality and value are used interchangeably since they usually have sufficiently large and clear friction ridge areas and consequently, a large number of minutiae. However, this is seldom true for latent prints. For this reason, quality and value are defined differently for latent prints with value encompassing both quality of friction ridge features and their information content [4]. Fig. 3 illustrates this difference between quality and information content for latents based on authors’ observations.

In spite of the guidelines available for latent value determination [4], the underlying bases that examiners use for the value determination are not known. Consequently, the prevailing practice of manual value determination is subjective and depends upon examiner’s skill and experience [7]. Ulery et al. [12] modeled the relationship between value determination and feature annotation by certified latent examiners and identified two major limitations: (i) low reproducibility of value determination, and (ii) low reproducibility of feature markup. In another study on the consensus of latent examiners’ value determination [7], [8], Ulery et al. reported that the repeatability (intra-examiner variability) of value determination was 84.6% after a gap of approximately 7 months, while reproducibility (inter-examiner similarity) was only 75.2%. One limitation of Ulery et al.’s models is that it is not able to identify the actual bases that the examiners adopt for value determination. These bases are needed to learn a predictor for quantitative value determination. The examiner subjectivity is also manifested in minutiae markup [6], [13]. Fig. 4 from [6] shows the variability in minutiae markup by six different examiners of the same latent from NIST SD27.

Instead of modeling the relationship between value determination and feature annotation, Yoon et al. [14] defined a Latent Fingerprint Image Quality (LFIQ) measure in terms of the average ridge clarity, and the total number of minutiae. This measure was further extended in [5] by incorporating additional features, namely connectivity of ridge structures, minutiae reliability, and finger position. A major limitation
of [14] and [5] is that they require manually annotated minutiae. In order to alleviate the dependence on manual feature markup, our preliminary study [1] developed methods for automatic latent feature extraction, including minutiae, ridge clarity, core and delta, and ridge flow. Studies in [15], [16], [17] are of limited value because they either used tenprints instead of latents or did not use a state-of-the-art latent AFIS in their experiments. We believe that linking the examiner value assignments and features extracted from the latent print, is necessary to develop an automatic predictor for quantitative value assignment.

Another limitation shared by previous studies is that the target latent value used during training itself may be less reliable because it is established by either a single examiner or only a few examiners. Our use of crowdsourcing overcomes this limitation. Crowdsourcing\(^2\) is the process of soliciting inputs from a group of workers, usually online; the collection of all the inputs leads to better decision making [18]. Advantages of crowdsourcing have been shown in a number of application domains, including image tagging [19], audio [20] and 3D video [21] quality annotations. Martinho et al. in [22] utilized crowdsourced soft biometric annotations to identify pedestrians from video surveillance footage. In latent fingerprint domain, Arora et al. [6] showed that utilizing the crowd expertise of the examiners for feature markup significantly boosts the performance of a state-of-the-art latent AFIS.

In this paper, we propose a crowdsourcing based framework for understanding the underlying bases of value assignment by fingerprint examiners, and use it to learn a predictor for value assignment. We illustrate this framework in Fig. 5. A crowdsourcing tool, called FingerprintMash, is designed to collect inputs from an expert crowd\(^3\). The input consists of numerical quality ratings for individual latents and pairwise comparison of information content for latent pairs. In order to understand the underlying bases used by fingerprint examiners for latent value assignment. Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [23], a well known ordination and visualization tool, is used to identify the bases that explain the inter-examiner variations. The relationship between automatically extracted latent features [1] and underlying bases identified by MDS is established using Lasso [24], resulting in a predictor for quantitative latent value assignment. Our preliminary study [1] developed an automatic method for latent feature extraction and a binary classifier (VID vs. Not-VID) for latent value determination. However, this approach did not identify the underlying bases that examiners use for assigning latent value. It also suffered due to lack of reliable target latent value. The key contributions of this study are as follows:

1) Introduced a crowdsourcing based framework for analyzing the bases of latent value assignment by experts using matrix completion, MDS and Lasso tools.
2) Designed a crowdsourcing tool, FingerprintMash, to collect numerical quality ratings from fingerprint experts for individual latents and pairwise comparison of information content for a pair of latents.
3) Identified the underlying bases that fingerprint experts use for qualitative value assignment via MDS, and related them with automatically extracted latent features using Lasso.
4) Learned a prediction function to automatically assign quantitative values to query latents.

---

\(^2\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crowdsourcing

\(^3\)The expert crowd comprises of 13 latent fingerprint examiners and 18 researchers working in the field of latent fingerprints.
II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The proposed framework involves crowdsourcing of latent value assignments via FingerprintMash\(^4\), inferring missing latent values of unseen latents using matrix completion, identifying underlying bases for expert value assignments using MDS and Lasso, and learning a prediction function to automatically assign values to query latents, as illustrated in Fig. 5. For clarity, the notations used in the paper are summarized in Table I.

A. Data Collection

As stated earlier, the value of a latent is presumably based on its image quality and its information content. We adopt a crowdsourcing based framework in which we requested a pool of 31 fingerprint experts\(^5\) to assign values to a set of randomly selected 100 latent pairs from our database of 516 latents. Crowdsourcing has been commonly used to collect numerical ratings (absolute values) or pairwise comparisons (relative preferences) [25]. In our study, we requested the expert crowd to provide both, numerical quality ratings for each latent on a 5-step scale of low to high, where 1 represents the worst quality and 5 represents the best quality, and the relative information content, i.e., whether the left or the right latent fingerprint contains much more, slightly more or similar information.

The interface in Fig. 6 allows the workers to skip to the next pair by clicking on the button “Skip to Next” or undo the previous comparison by clicking on the button “Undo Previous”. To validate the reliability of the responses, every 5th comparison that is presented contains a randomly selected pair from the set of already compared pairs, providing us a validation set of 20 latent pairs per expert. The positions (left or right) of the latents are also switched to avoid any bias in worker response.

\(^4\)http://www.fingerprintmash.org
\(^5\)We sent e-mails to a large collection of experts; 31 experts responded.

---

For clarity, the notations used in the paper are summarized in Table I.

**Table I. Notation Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Test latent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Crowd</td>
<td>A pool of 31 fingerprint experts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Numerical rating of latent on a 5-step scale of low to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information content</td>
<td>Relative comparison of information content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Completion</td>
<td>Inferring missing latent values of unseen latents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidimensional Scaling</td>
<td>Identifying underlying bases for expert value assignments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lasso</td>
<td>Learning a prediction function to automatically assign values</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5: Overview of the proposed crowdsourcing-based learning approach for latent value assignment.

Fig. 6: Interface of FingerprintMash, designed for the purpose of collecting both numerical quality ratings and pairwise comparisons for information content.
Fig. 6: Interface of the in-house developed crowdsourcing tool, called FingerprintMash. Each crowd worker assigns a numerical quality rating (low to high) to each latent and provides a pairwise comparison value in terms of information content for the latent pair displayed on the screen. A total of 100 latent pairs, chosen randomly from our database of 516 latents, are presented to each worker.

Fig. 7: Examples from MSP database consisting of 258 latents.

It is not feasible to present every pair of latents to all the experts, so the “missing” data needs to be inferred using matrix completion methods. It has been shown that only $O(r \log m)$ pairwise comparisons per expert are required to accurately recover the ranking list of $m$ items (latents), where $r \ll m$ is the rank of the rating matrix [26]. For $m = 516$ latents and an estimated rank of $r < 10$, 100 comparisons are sufficient to generate the ranking list. With 31 experts in our study, we obtained 6,200 numerical quality ratings and 3,100 pairwise comparisons of information content.

B. Expert Reliability

Identifying and removing crowd workers that are not diligent in the assigned task is important [29] [30]. As mentioned in section II-A, a validation set of 20 repeated latent pairs is used to measure each expert’s reliability. In case of latent image quality, repetition of 20 latent pairs imply we have 40 repeated latent images to compute each expert’s reliability for quality ratings. Let $\{NR_{ij}^1\}_{j=1}^{40}$ and $\{NR_{ij}^2\}_{j=1}^{40}$ denote the latent values for the 40 repeated latents rated by the $i^{th}$ expert at the first and second occurrence, respectively, where $NR_{ij}^1, NR_{ij}^2 \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ denote one of the five latent quality values. The intra-expert variation ($NV_i$) of the $i^{th}$ expert is then defined as

$$NV_i = \frac{1}{40} \sum_{j=1}^{40} (NR_{ij}^1 - NR_{ij}^2)^2 \quad (1)$$

Fig. 8 presents the intra-expert variations of numerical quality ratings for the 31 experts in our crowdsourcing task. Three experts (8, 13 and 28) show significantly higher variations compared to other experts.
C. Matrix Completion for Latent Quality

The crowdsourced data for latent image quality can be represented by a two-dimensional sparse matrix \( Q \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \), where \( m = 516 \) is the total number of latents in our database and \( n = 30 \) is the number of fingerprint experts who provided quality ratings. Every observed value \( Q_{i,j} > 0 \) \((i = 1, 2, ..., m; j = 1, 2, ..., n)\) represents the latent quality rating for the \( i^{th} \) latent by the \( j^{th} \) expert. In cases where the \( i^{th} \) latent appears more than once for the \( j^{th} \) expert, \( Q_{i,j} \) is computed as the average of the numerical ratings for that latent. Note that only up to 4,800 (30 x 160) out of a possible total of 15,480 (30 x 516) elements in \( Q \) have non-zero elements. The task at hand is to infer the complete quality matrix \( \hat{Q} \) given the sparse quality matrix \( Q \). In machine learning, this problem is referred to as the matrix completion problem [31]. Since all the crowd workers in this study are fingerprint experts, it is reasonable to assume that there exists a small set of underlying quality functions such that quality matrix can be completed from their combination [32]. Further, for the ratings to be repeatable and reproducible, a small set of common underlying functions has to exist. This implies that the inferred quality matrix \( \hat{Q} \) should be of low rank. Let \( \Omega \) be the set of available quality ratings \( q_{ij} \) from the sparse matrix \( Q \) and \( P_\Omega(Q) \) be the orthogonal projector onto the subspace of \( \Omega \), which is equal to \( q_{ij} \) if \((ij)^{th} \) quality rating \( \in \Omega \), zero otherwise. Mathematically, our goal is to find a low-rank matrix \( \hat{Q} \) such that the observed ratings (i.e., indices in \( \Omega \)) are as close to the inferred ratings as possible. The problem is formulated as minimization of the optimization function: \( ||P_\Omega(Q - \hat{Q})||_F^2 \). Since any matrix \( \hat{Q} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n} \) of a rank up to \( K \) can be represented as a product of two matrices with form \( \hat{Q} = UV \), where \( U \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times K} \) and \( V \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times n} \), the objective function for inferring the latent value matrix \( \hat{Q} \) can then be formulated as the following non-convex optimization problem:

\[
\min_{U \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times K}, V \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times n}} \frac{1}{2} ||P_\Omega(UV - Q)||_F^2,
\]

where \( K \) controls the rank of \( \hat{Q} \). An alternating minimization approach, also known as non-linear Gauss-Seidel scheme, proposed in [33] is adopted to solve this. The models obtained by this approach are empirically shown to be very effective and are frequently used as an alternative to the nuclear norm minimization. As compared to the nuclear norm minimization model [34], it is much faster to solve for the non-convex model (Eq. 3) using this approach, even for a large matrix such as \( Q \).

D. Matrix Completion for Information Content

For each latent pair, experts are also requested to provide a pairwise comparison in terms of the information content, as shown in Fig. 6. Again, the task is to use matrix completion to find a complete information content matrix \( \hat{C} \), given the sparse matrix \( C \). Since the matrix completion algorithms are primarily designed to handle only three ordinal values (\(<, =, >\)), we merge the “much more” and “slightly more” ratings.

Let \((L_i \triangleright_k L_j)\) denote that latent \( L_i \) is regarded to contain more information over latent \( L_j \) rated by expert \( E_k \)

\[
CV_i = \frac{1}{20} \sum_{j=1}^{20} (CR^1_{ij} - CR^2_{ij})^2
\]

As shown in Fig. 9, two experts (13 and 16) have significantly higher intra-expert variation in their comparison ratings. Considering the variations of both numerical and comparison ratings, we discarded expert 13 and use crowdsourced data from the remaining 30 experts for learning the value predictor. An empirical analysis showed that any further removal of experts increased the mean square error (MSE) in latent value prediction.

Let \((L_i \triangleright_k L_j)\) denote that latent \( L_i \) is regarded to contain more information over latent \( L_j \) rated by expert \( E_k \)
and let \((L_i \simeq_{E_k} L_j)\) denote \(L_i\) has similar information content as \(L_j\). We encode each pairwise comparison \((L_i \succ E_k L_j)\) by a triplet \((E_k, L_i, L_j)\), \((L_i \simeq_{E_k} L_j)\) by two triplets \((E_k, L_i, L_j)\) and \((E_k, L_j, L_i)\), and denote the set of triplets that encode all the pairwise comparisons provided by \(n\) experts as \(C = \{(E_k, L_i, L_j)\}\). Our goal is to infer the information content for each individual latent rated by each expert from the comparative information content \(\hat{C}\) by finding a low matrix \(\hat{C} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}\). This is achieved by minimizing the following objective function:

\[
\min_{\hat{C} \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times n}} \mathcal{L}(\hat{C}) = \Lambda ||\hat{C}||_{tr} + \sum_{(i,j,k) \in C} l(\hat{C}_{i,k} - \hat{C}_{j,k}), \tag{4}
\]

where \(\Lambda > 0\) controls the tradeoff between minimizing the rank of \(\hat{C}\) and reducing the inconsistency with respect to the observed pairwise comparisons in \(C\). Note that \(||\hat{C}||_{tr}\) is the trace norm of \(\hat{C}\) which approximates the rank of \(\hat{C}\), and \(l(\hat{C}_{i,k} - \hat{C}_{j,k})\) is a loss function which measures the inconsistency in inferred comparison between \(\hat{C}_{i,k}\) and \(\hat{C}_{j,k}\), and the rated comparison \((L_i \succ E_k L_j)\). We adopt the approach proposed in [26] to solve Eq. (4) using the hinge loss function.

### E. Determining the Basis for Expert Assigned Values

After matrix completion, each expert’s latent quality and information content assignment is represented by the corresponding columns of completed matrices \(\hat{Q}\) and \(\hat{C}\), respectively. We define the latent value \(\hat{V}\) as the average of quality \(\hat{Q}\) and information content \(\hat{C}\):

\[
\hat{V} = \frac{\hat{Q} + \hat{C}}{2} \tag{5}
\]

To understand the underlying bases for expert crowd value assignment, it is crucial to understand the relationship among latents with different value assignments. Let \(\hat{v}_i\) \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, 30)\), the \(i^{th}\) column of \(\hat{V}\), denote the value assignment by the \(i^{th}\) expert \(E_i\). The difference between two experts (e.g., \(E_i\) and \(E_j\)) can be measured by the Euclidean distance between their corresponding value assignments \(\hat{v}_i\) and \(\hat{v}_j\). While Fig. 10 shows variation in the pairwise distances between the expert value assignments, we would like to explain this variation in terms of a small number of bases or dimensions.

We capture the bases for this variation using Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) [23] whose aim is to place each latent in a \(d\)-dimensional Euclidean space such that the pairwise distances in this new space are as close to the corresponding distances based on expert value assignments. For this reason, MDS can also be viewed as a means of visualizing the expert defined similarity of individual latents embedded in a low dimensional space, typically 2D or 3D. Each MDS dimension is referred to as the basis for understanding the expert value assignments. In order to interpret these bases a set of \(n_f\) features, including minutiae feature, ridge clarity, ridge flow, number of core and delta, and minutia reliability are automatically extracted from a latent [1]. See Table II for this list of \(n_f = 19\) features and Fig. 11 for an illustration of some of the features. Let \(X \in \mathbb{R}^{(n_f+1)}\) be the normalized feature vector, including a dummy variable 1 used to absorb the bias (intercept) of the regression model [35], \(m\) be the number of latents \((m = 516\) here\) and \(y_k \in \mathbb{R}^{m}\) denote the \(k^{th}\) dimension of the MDS space. Fig. 12 illustrates the embedding of 516 latents in the three-dimensional MDS space. This embedding allows us to explore associations between the normalized feature vector \(X\) and individual MDS dimensions \(y_k\) using Lasso regression analysis tool [24]. Lasso selects a subset of salient features from \(X\) that are most relevant to
interpret individual MDS dimensions and are robust against noisy data [36]. Formally, the weight vector for the $n_f + 1$ features, $\beta_k$, for $y_k$ is obtained by minimizing the following objective function,

$$\min_{\beta_k \in \mathbb{R}^{n_f+1}} \frac{1}{m} \sum \|y_k - X^T \beta_k\|_2^2 + \lambda \|\beta_k\|_1,$$  

(6)

where $\lambda$ controls the sparseness of $\beta_k$. The MDS dimension $y_k$ can be expressed as a linear combination of features $x_i$, extracted from a latent, as follows:

$$y_k = \beta_{k1} \cdot x_1 + \beta_{k2} \cdot x_2 + \ldots + \beta_{k19} \cdot x_{19} + \beta_{k20}$$  

(7)

where $\beta_{ki}$ is the feature weight for $x_i$.

F. Predicting Latent Value

Recall that the main goal of understanding the bases for expert assignments is to utilize them to learn a value predictor for query latents. Suppose that $y_k \in \mathbb{R}^m$ ($k = 1, ..., d$) is the $k^{th}$ basis of MDS space and $\hat{V} \in \mathbb{R}^m$ is the value vector whose $i^{th}$ element ($\hat{v}_i$) is the median of the $i^{th}$ row of completed value matrix $\hat{V}$. Lasso is again used to model the relationship between the MDS bases and the expert assigned latent value. Formally, this learning problem is given by:

$$\min_{\gamma \in \mathbb{R}^d} \frac{1}{m} \|\hat{V} - Y\gamma\|_2^2 + \rho ||\gamma||_1,$$  

(8)

where $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{m \times d}$ is the matrix representation of $y_k$ ($k = 1, ..., d$), $\gamma \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is the weight vector, and $\rho$ is a parameter to control the sparseness.

Given a query latent, its feature vector $X_q$ (Table II) is extracted [1] and normalized using min-max normalization [37]. The projection of $X_q$ on the $k^{th}$ basis is computed by $\hat{y}_k = X_q^T \beta_k$ ($k = 1, ..., d$). The value ($V_{pred}$) assigned to the query latent is then given by

$$V_{pred} = \hat{Y}^T \gamma$$  

(9)

where $\hat{Y} = [\hat{y}_1, \ldots, \hat{y}_d]^T \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and $\gamma$ is obtained from solving Eq. (8). The process of offline learning of the value predictor and online latent value prediction for a given query latent is summarized in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.

### III. Experiments and Discussions

We divide our study into a set of four experiments, in order to (i) understand the variability in expert value assignments, (ii) evaluate the performance of expert value assignment in terms of predicting state-of-the-art AFIS performance, (iii) understand the bases of expert value assignment in terms of automatically extracted features from a latent, and (iv) evaluate the proposed latent value predictor.

A. Variations in Expert Value Assignments

As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, there are significant intra-expert variations in both numerical ratings and pairwise comparisons. More specifically, the average intra-expert variations for numerical ratings and pairwise comparisons are 0.36 and 0.24, respectively, which confirms that pairwise variations...
Algorithm 1 Offline Learning of Value Predictor

1: procedure
2: input
3: $Q$: Numerical quality rating matrix
4: $C$: Pairwise comparisons of information content
5: $X$: Latent features
6: output
7: $\beta$: Weight vector for latent features
8: $\gamma$: Weight vector for derived MDS bases
9: begin:
10: $\hat{Q} = \text{MatrixCompletion}(Q)$ Eq. (3)
11: $\hat{C} = \text{MatrixCompletion}(C)$ Eq. (4)
12: $\hat{V} = (\hat{Q} + \hat{C})/2$
13: $[\hat{y}_1, \hat{y}_2, \hat{y}_3] = \text{MDS}(\hat{V})$
14: loop: $(k = 1, 2, 3)$
15: $\beta_k = \text{Lasso}(y_k, X)$
16: end loop
17: $\beta = [\beta_1, \beta_2, \beta_3]$
18: $\gamma = \text{Lasso}(\hat{V}, \beta)$
19: end

Algorithm 2 Online Latent Value Prediction

1: procedure
2: input
3: $\beta$: Weight vector for latent features
4: $\gamma$: Weight vector for MDS bases
5: $X_q$: Latent features extracted from query latent
6: output
7: $V_{pred}$: Predicted latent value
8: begin:
9: loop: $(k = 1, 2, 3)$
10: $\hat{y}_k = X_q^T \cdot \beta_k$
11: end loop
12: $\hat{Y} = [\hat{y}_1, \hat{y}_2, \hat{y}_3]$
13: $V_{pred} = Y^T \cdot \gamma$
14: end

On average, 12 experts assigned numerical ratings and 6 experts assigned pairwise comparisons, to each latent and to a pair of latents, respectively. The disparity in the inferred latent values, after matrix completion, obtained from the 31 experts measures the inter-expert variance. Fig. 13 presents a histogram of the inter-expert variance of inferred latent values obtained from an expert crowd of 31 experts. Fig. 14 shows four latents, where latents in Fig. 14 (a) and (b) have zero variation as all experts to whom this latent was presented, assigned (a) the lowest value i.e. 1, and (b) the highest value i.e. 5. On the other hand, we observe large variations in value assignments for latents in (c) and (d) with inter-expert variations of 1.61 and 1.78, respectively. In order to visualize the inter-expert variations, we apply MDS to the distance matrix of inferred expert ratings. Figures 15 (a) and (b) show a visualization of the 30 experts in a two-dimensional MDS space obtained from completed numerical rating ($Q$) and comparison rating ($C$) matrices, respectively. The configurations of these 30 experts in Figures 15 (a) and (b) are quite different. For example, expert nos. 15 and 23 are spatially close to each other in Fig. 15 (a) but are far away from each other in Fig. 15 (b). These two plots make it clear that the two types of information that we sought from fingerprint experts, namely individual quality ratings and pairwise comparisons are complementary. This also supports our value definition in Eq. (5) based on an average of quality and information content.

B. Comparison with Value Determination

There are two possible sources of ground truth for latent value determination, namely, value determination by latent examiners [3] and value determination by AFIS [1], [5]. We do not utilize value determination by AFIS as the ground truth for the following three reasons: (i) the primary focus of this study is to understand the underlying bases used by fingerprint experts for latent value assignment, (ii) the latent value prediction model learnt would be AFIS dependent, and (iii) the value determination of latents by AFIS also depends on the quality of their true mates. Therefore, we compare the inferred latent value from expert crowd with value determination (VID, VEO and NV) by examiners [3]. As value determinations are available only for NIST SD27 database, we do not use MSP database for this analysis. The numbers of VID, VEO, and NV latents in NIST SD27, reported in [3], are 210, 41, and 7, respectively.

We compare the number of latents retrieved at rank-1 against a reference database of 250,000 rolled prints, including
C. Underlying bases for Value Assignment

As discussed in section II-E, we learn the feature weights $\beta_k$ corresponding to each MDS dimension $y_k$, ($k = 1, 2, ..., d$). For a given dimensionality $d$, the MDS algorithm outputs $d$-dimensional representations of the 516 latents such that the difference between the latent value dissimilarity matrix $D_v$ and the inter-point distance matrix of the output representation, known as the stress value, is minimized. We utilize the metric scaling implementation of MDS\(^6\) which minimizes the stress value given by:

$$\text{Stress}(S) = \left( \frac{\sum \sum (f(x_{ij}) - d_{ij})^2}{\sum \sum d_{ij}^2} \right)^{1/2} \quad (10)$$

\(^6\)Utilized MATLAB implementation (mdscale) http://www.mathworks.com/help/stats/mdscale.html

Fig. 16: Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) stress value vs. the number of dimensions. As the number of dimensions increase, the stress value decreases. A “knee” in this plot at $d = 4$ indicates the low-rank characteristic of the completed latent value matrix ($\hat{V}$).

Table III: Number of latents retrieved at Rank-1, using a state-of-the-art latent matcher, for latents determined as VID, VEO and NV by [3], compared to the median inferred latent value assigned by the expert crowd. A total of 176 latents out of 258 latents from NIST SD27 are retrieved at Rank-1. To have the same number of latents in three corresponding value categories for a fair comparison, the quantitative latent value is thresholded as High Value $> 2.51$ and Low Value $< 2.13$. The range for the median inferred latent value is [1.97, 4.04].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value Determination</th>
<th>VID</th>
<th>VEO</th>
<th>NV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>163/210</td>
<td>13/41</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Crowd (Median Value)</td>
<td>High Value</td>
<td>Medium Value</td>
<td>Low Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>170/210</td>
<td>6/41</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The true mates of 258 latents, by a state-of-the-art latent matcher\(^7\). Out of 258 latents from NIST SD27, 176 latents are retrieved at Rank-1 using this latent matcher. The latents are then sorted in descending order of the median of their inferred values ($\hat{V}$) obtained by solving Eq. (5). The first 210 latents are considered as High Value, the next 41 as Medium Value and the last 7 as Low Value latents. This protocol is adopted for a fair comparison with the value determination from our algorithm. Table III compares the number of latents retrieved at rank-1 using value determination in [3] and inferred value from expert crowd. Expert crowd

\(^7\)One of the top performing latent matchers in NIST ELFT evaluation [38]
TABLE IV: Average feature weight vectors ($\beta_k$) learnt using five fold cross-validation to predict the three MDS dimensions (Fig. 12), $k = 1, 2, 3$. The corresponding standard deviations are also reported. The 19 features $\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_9\}$ are defined in Table II. Non-zero weights are in bold; Weights lower than 0.05 are considered zero because they are relatively insignificant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight Vector</th>
<th>$x_1$</th>
<th>$x_2$</th>
<th>$x_3$</th>
<th>$x_4$</th>
<th>$x_5$</th>
<th>$x_6$</th>
<th>$x_7$</th>
<th>$x_8$</th>
<th>$x_9$</th>
<th>$x_{10}$</th>
<th>$x_{11}$</th>
<th>$x_{12}$</th>
<th>$x_{13}$</th>
<th>$x_{14}$</th>
<th>$x_{15}$</th>
<th>$x_{16}$</th>
<th>$x_{17}$</th>
<th>$x_{18}$</th>
<th>$x_{19}$</th>
<th>$1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avg. ($\beta_1$)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.d. ($\beta_1$)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. ($\beta_2$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.d. ($\beta_2$)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. ($\beta_3$)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.d. ($\beta_3$)</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 17: Representation of 516 latents in two-dimensional MDS space.

TABLE V: Average and s.d. of the weight vector values for a three-dimensional MDS space (Fig. 12). These weights are used for predicting the value of latents in the test set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg. Weight Vector $\gamma$</th>
<th>$\gamma_1$</th>
<th>$\gamma_2$</th>
<th>$\gamma_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Std. Dev. ($\gamma$)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $f(x_{ij})$ is a monotonic function of input dissimilarities $(x_{ij})$ and $d_{ij}$ refers to the inter-latent euclidean distance. Fig. 16 presents the relationship between the MDS stress values against the number of dimensions. Fig. 12 illustrates the representation of 516 latents in three-dimensional MDS space using the dissimilarity matrix ($D_v$) obtained from inferred latent values $\hat{V}$.

We perform a five-fold cross validation to evaluate the performance of our value predictor. Each fold contains approx. 413 latents for training and approx. 103 latents for testing. The value vector $\hat{V}$ is considered as the ground truth or target value. We aim to learn a function which can predict the quantitative latent values for test latents with lowest mean square error. To learn $\beta_k$, for each dimension $\hat{y}_k$, ($k = 1, 2, 3$), we minimize the objective function presented in Eq. (6). The optimal value of $\lambda$ in Eq. (6) is learned using five fold cross validation. Table IV presents the feature weights for the three MDS dimensions obtained by performing Lasso on the inferred latent value assignment $\hat{V}$ for the training set. As observed in Table IV, the third MDS dimension contains non-zero weight only for the constant term, which indicates that only two bases are adequate to explain the inter-latent similarity. Fig. 17 illustrates the MDS representation of all the 516 latents in the two-dimensional space. The major constituents of the first dimension in terms of latent features that we extracted are: number of minutiae ($x_1$), number of core and delta ($x_{18}$), and minutia reliability ($x_2, x_3, x_4, x_5$). For the second MDS dimension, friction ridge area ($x_9, x_{10}$) and std. dev. of the ridge flow ($x_{19}$) obtain high weights. As these two MDS dimensions are highly uncorrelated with $\rho = 0.08$, they can be interpreted as two independent bases used by fingerprint experts in latent value assignment.

D. Predicting Latent Value Assignment

As explained in section II-F, we perform Lasso on the MDS dimensions $Y$ to learn the weight vector $\gamma$ using five-fold cross-validation. Table V presents the average weights and their standard deviations, learnt by minimizing the objective function presented in Eq. (6). For each of the latents in the test set of each fold, we extract the latent image feature vector $X_q$ in Table II. Using the weight vectors $\hat{\beta}_k$ ($k = 1, 2, 3$), we compute each of the underlying bases by $\hat{y}_k = X_{q\hat{\beta}_k}$. The predicted latent value is then computed by $V_{pred} = \hat{Y}^T \hat{\gamma}$, where $\hat{Y} = [\hat{y}_1, \hat{y}_2, \hat{y}_3]^T$. Therefore, the latent value prediction function can be rewritten as a linear combination of feature weights as follows:

$$V_{pred} = 1.22 x_1 + 0.50 x_2 + 0.55 x_3 + 0.39 x_4 + 0.29 x_5 + 1.15 x_9 + 0.43 x_{10} + 0.29 x_{11} + 0.34 x_{12} + 0.20 x_{13} + 0.16 x_{14} + 0.94 x_{18} + 1.20 x_{19} + 2.31$$ (11)

The coefficient for $x_1$ is computed as $(1.22 = 1.79 \times 0.68)$ and similarly for other coefficients using weights from Tables IV and V.

The average mean square error$^{10}$ between the predicted latent value and the crowdsourced latent value of the five folds

$^{4}$Non-zero weights are in bold; Weights lower than 0.05 are considered zero because they are relatively insignificant.

$^{10}$http://www.mathworks.com/help/images/ref/immse.html
is 0.19 with a standard deviation of 0.04. Fig. 18 presents the top-5 and bottom-5 ranked latents based on the predicted latent value for one of the five folds. The AFIS performance not only depends on the value of the query latent, but is also affected by the quality and information content of rolled prints. Fig. 19 presents examples of latents with reasonably high predicted value but poor AFIS performance, which can be attributed to poor quality and missing information in their true mates. The proposed algorithm is capable of generating a ranked list of unseen latents based on their value in a fully automatic or “lights out” mode. Such a ranking will enable efficient use of examiners’ efforts and resources.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a fully automatic method to assign quantitative values to latent fingerprints. Latent value assignment is a crucial step in the widely used ACE-V methodology. However, the prevailing approaches for latent value assignment or modeling have the following two main limitations: (i) latent values (VID, VEO and NV) assigned by examiners used in ACE-V methodology are subjective with low reproducibility, and (ii) directly modeling the relationship between latent feature set and value determination, can not explain inter-examiner variations and, more importantly, the underlying bases that examiners use for value determination. In order to address these two limitations, we have (i) developed a crowdsourcing-based framework for understanding expert latent value assignment from the perspectives of latent quality

Fig. 18: The (a) top-5 and (b) bottom-5 latents based on their predicted value. For each latent, we also report the rank at which it is retrieved using a state-of-the-art COTS latent matcher (size of reference gallery = 250K rolled prints).

Fig. 19: Example latents with fairly high predicted value but poor AFIS performance. Latent ridge area and its correspondence on their true mate are presented in red; core points are marked in white.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a fully automatic method to assign quantitative values to latent fingerprints. Latent value assignment is a crucial step in the widely used ACE-V methodology. However, the prevailing approaches for latent value assignment or modeling have the following two main limitations: (i) latent values (VID, VEO and NV) assigned by examiners used in ACE-V methodology are subjective with low reproducibility, and (ii) directly modeling the relationship between latent feature set and value determination, can not explain inter-examiner variations and, more importantly, the underlying bases that examiners use for value determination. In order to address these two limitations, we have (i) developed a crowdsourcing-based framework for understanding expert latent value assignment from the perspectives of latent quality
and information content, (ii) used MDS to identify the underlying bases for expert latent value assignment, (iii) modeled the relationship between latent feature set and MDS bases using Lasso, and (iv) predicted quantitative latent value based on the underlying bases. Our experiments involved 516 latent images, from two different sources, and 31 fingerprint experts who participated in our study. Based on our results, we conclude that (i) the crowdsourced latent value is more robust than prevailing value determination (VID, VEO and NV) in terms of predicting AFIS identification performance, and (ii) two MDS bases are adequate to explain human value assignments. These two bases themselves are uncorrelated and can be interpreted in terms of latent features that we can automatically extract.

Our suggestions for future work on latent value prediction include (i) extracting robust latent features, especially minutiae points, for latent value prediction, (ii) improving the current model by incorporating feature rarity, and (iii) evaluating the proposed method on an independent large operational latent database.
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